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Abstract: The fact that the lifetime of photoluminescence is
often difficult to access because of the weakness of the emission
signals, seriously limits the possibility to gain local bioimaging
information in time-resolved luminescence probing. We aim to
provide a solution to this problem by creating a general
photophysical strategy based on the use of molecular probes
designed for single-luminophore dual thermally activated
delayed fluorescence (TADF). The structural and conformational design makes the dual TADF strong in both diluted
solution and in an aggregated state, thereby reducing sensitivity
to oxygen quenching and enabling a unique dual-channel timeresolved imaging capability. As the two TADF signals show
mutual complementarity during probing, a dual-channel
means that lifetime mapping is established to reduce the timeresolved imaging distortion by 30–40 %. Consequently, the
leading intracellular local imaging information is serialized
and integrated, which allows comparison to any single timeresolved signal, and leads to a significant improvement of the
probing capacity.

Introduction
In most bioluminescence probes the fluorescence signals
operate in the nanosecond time[1] scale and often suffer from
interference from strong tissue autofluorescence.[2] In contrast, time-resolved (TR) fluorescence imaging can effectively
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shield the endogenous fluorescence. Upon this approach,
fluorescent probes with a much longer lifetimes than the
nanosecond scale are required.[3] Organic molecules possessing thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF)[4] are
superior prototypes for this purpose, as they have long-lived
emission and can avoid the usage of toxic metal ions in the
phosphors.[5] The delay of fluorescence operates in the microor even to millisecond lifetime range in TADF systems,[6]
which thus can meet the requirements of TR fluorescence
imaging.[7]
Although TR imaging based on TADF probes has been
emerging,[8] most of the developed TADF probes produce one
emission signal only. This fact affects the informational
integrality of the imaging once the related TR signal is not
accessed because of low emission intensity in some local
microenvironments. We propose that a general photophysical
strategy, i.e. dual emission characteristic capable of some
mutual complementarity, might be desirable for TADF
probes. Traditionally, emitters with dual emission have been
developed using covalent or noncovalent combinations of
different luminophores,[9] or through applying special photophysical mechanisms like excimer/exciplex emission[10] or
upconversion.[11] However, these strategies can also be
restricted by structural mismatching, emission volatility, and
mutual energy transfer among the luminophores,[12] which can
easily destroy the original TADF properties. With respect to
these considerations, we aim with this work to achieve a dual
TADF characteristic employing a single luminophore, so as to
produce an excellent balance of two TADF components for
complementary dual-channel lifetime mapping to enhance
the TR imaging information.
To produce such a single-luminophore dual TADF, one
needs to employ the first excited states (S1 and T1) and higher
excited states (i.e., the anti-Kashas rule emission pathways,[13]
S2 and T2) for emission. Inspired by molecules with TADF
emission at either short or long wavelengths,[14] we present
a design of unsymmetrical donor/acceptor alternate (D-A-D’)
molecular structure (M-1, Figure 1), which can exert two
independent electronic transitions from the phenothiazine
(D) and N-(1h-indole-5-yl) acetamide (D’) donors to the
diphenylsulfone acceptor (A). Compared with the relevant
TADF strategy originating from the transition of local excited
triplet (3LE) and charge-transfer triplet (3CT) to chargetransfer singlet (1CT),[15] this single-luminophore dual TADF
can perform a wider spectral wavelength distribution to
satisfy the above-mentioned hypothesis.
In addition, the dual TADF is expected to still be bright
in aggregated states based on the conformational design.
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Figure 1. Outline of the research. a) Chemical structures of compounds M-1, M-2, and M-3. b) The dual TADF of M-1 from different excited
electronic states (anti-Kasha/Kasha emission pathways) showing high emission efficiency both in diluted solution and the aggregated state.
c) Illustration of use of a nanoprobe pretreated by M-1 for TR cell imaging. d) Illustration of independent mapping by DPAI and FITC, which can
easily lead to a loss of local bioimaging information once the TR signal is not accessed because of low emission intensity. The establishment of
a dual-channel mean lifetime mapping aims to complete the local imaging information by the mutual complementarity of the two TADF
components. The butterfly pattern displayed visualizes changes in the local imaging information.
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Results and Discussion
Single-luminophore dual TADF in monomeric solution
To monitor the possible structure-dependent dual TADF
characteristic, the single-donor D-A structures (compound
M-2 and M-3) are selected as references. We can see from
Figures 2 a,b that both the absorption and emission spectra of
M-1 in THF show two distinct bands, whereas M-2 and M-3
only show a single band in both absorption and emission.
However, the absorption and emission bands of M-1 are
almost identical to those of the single-donor M-2 and M-3
species, respectively. In addition, a charge transfer (CT)
characteristic is involved in the corresponding excited states
(Figures S2 and S3) and the dual-band emission definitely
originates from different excited electronic states (see spectra
with different concentrations, Figure S4).
The dual emission of M-1 is oxygen-dependent. The
intensity of the two bands measured in an oxygen-free
atmosphere is remarkably higher than that in air, featuring
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In these cases, the reduction of contact probability between
oxygen and the luminophore in the aggregates can largely
prevent triplet quenching by oxygen. Thus, a better TR
imaging effect with channel selectivity can be ensured. On this
basis, we employ the two TR signals to reinforce each other to
minimize the imaging distortion. Reference structures M-2
and M-3 were also synthesized for control studies. Preparation of these compounds was similar to procedures described
in the literature.[14a, 16] The luminescent properties of these
compounds, the schematic diagram of the dual TADF
emission of M-1, and the TR imaging effect are illustrated
in Figure 1. The synthetic routes for the preparation of the
related compounds are outlined in Figure S1 (Supporting
Information).
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Figure 2. Single-luminophore dual TADF in monomeric solution. a) UV/Vis and b) PL spectra of M-1, M-2, and M-3 in THF (1  10 5 mol L 1) and
c) PL spectra under oxygen-free and air-saturated conditions of M-1 in THF at 300 K and 77 K. d) PL lifetime spectra measured for M-1 in THF
(O2 free) with both of the bands (inset: the prompt component). e) Temperature-dependent PL lifetime spectra measured from 100 K to 300 K for
M-1 (top, @420 nm emission; bottom, @580 nm emission). f) The shape of the frontier MOs and the possible mechanism for the dual TADF
proposed on the basis of TDDFT calculations. g) Relationship between the dual emission intensity ratio of M-1 and the environmental polarity.

a possible triple state involved in the radiative process
(Figure 2 c; Figure S5). In oxygen-free atmosphere at room
temperature, the two bands at 420 nm and 580 nm not only
show a normal fluorescence lifetime of 5.3 ns and 7.5 ns (the
prompt fluorescence component), but also give sign of a longlived lifetime component of 5.2 ms and 12.9 ms (the delayed
fluorescence component, Figure 2 d). As the temperature
increases from 100 to 300 K (Figure 2 e), the delayed fluorescence components are strengthened, as can be ascribed to the
acceleration of the RISCs. These results suggest a typical
thermal activation characteristic. Even in the doped and
undoped solid film states, the compounds have similar
photophysical properties to those in pure solvents, including
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the double-band and the long lifetime features (Figures S6–
S9). The detailed photophysical parameters are listed in
Table S1 (Supporting Information). All the above information indicates that the target molecule M-1 has a clear dualband TADF feature.
The main principle applied for designing the active
compound is to combine two different donors (D and D’)
with one single acceptor (A) group. Quantum-chemical
calculations indeed reveal that electronic transitions from
the two different donor groups to the acceptor diphenylsulfone group (corresponding to the S1/T1 and S2/T2 excited
states) are responsible for the dual emission of the
M-1 compound. As shown in Figure 2 f, the unsymmetrical
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Single-luminophore dual TADF in the aggregated state
Molecular probing requires that the emission remains
strong in the aqueous phase. The results for the THF/H2O
solvent system verified the rationality of our molecular design
for meeting the probing need. M-1 maintains a considerable
luminous intensity in pure THF and in THF with 99 % H2O,
with relative quantum yields of 20.1 % and 25.3 %, respectively. The dual emission shifts to the red and is quenched
when water content is below 60 %, and then shifts to the blue
accompanied by intensity enhancement when the water
content is further increased up to 99 % (Figures 3 a,b). A
similar trend was observed in UV absorption (Figure 3 c).
Such an alternation of the intensity of the two bands leads to
a strong transfer of luminescence color (white-blue-green)
observed by the naked eye (Figure 3 d; CIE diagram in
Figure S11). According to literature data,[19] this phenomenon
reflects a change of the molecular aggregation states, the
process of which can be monitored by a dynamic light
scattering experiment (DLS, Figure S12). Naturally, there are
still prompt fluorescence and delayed fluorescence components in the dual emission of the aggregated state (FigAngew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 2 – 10
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ures S13–S15). Meanwhile, PL lifetimes measured at the band
maxima (406 and 534 nm) are clearly temperature dependent
(Figure 3 e), further confirming the thermal activation characteristics of this band. In contrast to the case in pure THF,
the reduction of contact between oxygen and the luminophore in the aggregates can effectively solve the problem of
triplet quenching by oxygen and surrounding, so as to
maintain a long-lived signal in a broader environment. The
degree of oxygen quenching of the dual emission intensity of
M-1 in the aggregation state is obviously smaller than that in
the monomeric state (Figure 2 c; Figure S16). The photophysical parameters of the M-1 in the aggregated state are
shown in Table S2.
TDDFT calculations with accounting of the PCM solvent
model for M-1 give absorption spectra closely similar to the
experimental data (Figure S3). These data are only weakly
dependent on the solvent effect. Therefore, we believe that
the influence of the solvent dielectric constant is not a key
factor of the dual TADF behavior in the aggregated state.
Instead, the aggregation phenomenon itself and the dynamic
surrounding of the target molecule by solvent molecules are
responsible for the emission changes. By changing the THF/
H2O ratio in the solvent mixture from 100/0 to 40/60, we can
see a gradual red shift of both emission bands accompanied by
an intensity decrease. This is due to the appearance of p-p
non-covalent interactions in the stacked state of M-1 (confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and single-crystal analysis,
Figures 3 f,g). The red shift of the bands can be attributed to
the stabilization of the S1 and S2 CT states of pp* orbital
nature by the increase of more polar H2O solvent content[20]
(Figure 3 h).
At a threshold THF/H2O ratio of around 10/90, the THF
molecules can be forced out from the solvation shell, and
specific interaction between H2O and the target molecule can
appear (most likely, through the H-bonding formation
between C=O—H OH, N H—H OH, S—H OH moieties). This dramatically changes the emission spectrum—both
of the emission bands shift to the blue spectral region (the
final bands maxima at 390 and 510 nm). This is because the
extra stabilization of HOMO and HOMO-1 orbitals has
a large contribution from the lone pairs on the N, O and S
atoms according to simulation calculation (Figure S17). With
the increase of water proportion (90–99 %), the enhancement
of dual-band emission intensity originates from the suppression of the non-radiative deactivation pathways through the
formation of intermolecular H-bonds network and the quasiequatorial conformation in the aggregation process[21] (see the
crystal analysis in Figure 3 g). Indeed, we have found different
aggregation morphologies under different proportions of
THF/H2O in the TEM images (Figure S18) and SEM images
(Figure S19). The key point is that the transition nodes of
these morphologies can correspond to the change of the dual
emission behavior, which improves the reliability of the
proposed mechanism of the dual TADF in the aggregated
state.
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structure demonstrates two energy separated charge transfer
(CT) states localized on the D-A (1 CT) and D’-A (2 CT)
subunits of the molecule. For each singlet-triplet pair (11CT
vs. 13CT and 21CT vs. 23CT), the energy splitting was found to
be quite small, because of negligibly small exchange interaction between the corresponding highest occupied molecular
orbitals and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals
(HOMO and LUMO). For instance, the theoretically calculated 11CT-13CT and 21CT-23CT energy splitting are both less
than 0.1 eV. The corresponding 11CT and 13CT states are both
of an almost pure HOMO–LUMO configuration in a quasiequatorial conformation and the 21CT and 23CT states are of
a predominant (HOMO-1)-LUMO configuration. Such small
energy gaps allow very fast direct and reverse intersystem
crossing rates (ISC and RISC, respectively). Accounting for
the values of the spin-orbit coupling matrix elements
(SOCMEs in Figure 2 f) and the energy gaps between
11CT-13CT and 21CT-23CT states, one can predict the rate of
RISC at the level of 107 s 1 and 106 s 1 orders of magnitude,
respectively.[17] On the other hand, as can be seen from
Figure 2 f, the 11CT-21CT and 13CT-23CT energy gaps (0.75 eV
and 0.65 eV, respectively) are predicted to be sufficiently
large to prevent internal conversion between these states,
similar to some recent observations,[18] allowing the emissions
from different excited electronic states to occur. These
calculational data are in agreement with the experimental
studies (see measured DEST in Figure S10) and the band
wavelength difference in Figure 2 b. Having confirmed the
dual TADF from different excited electronic states in the
single luminophore, interestingly, a linear dependence of the
dual emission intensity ratio against the environmental
polarity change was also found (Figure 2 g). This feature can
probably facilitate the mutual complementarity of the two
TADF components that can play a unique role in the TR
imaging (vide infra).
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Figure 3. Single-luminophore dual TADF in the aggregate state. a,b) Emission spectra upon 330 nm excitation and c) absorption spectra of M-1 in
THF/H2O with different water fractions. d) Corresponding photographs of M-1 in THF/H2O with different water fractions. e) PL lifetime spectra
measured from 100 K to 300 K for M-1 in THF with 99 % water (top, @406 nm emission; bottom, @534 nm emission). f) Powder and crystal
XRD pattern of M-1. g) Indication of intermolecular hydrogen bonding and p-p stacking in the single-crystal structure of M-1. Scale bar: 20 mm.
h) The solvatochromic luminescent process for M-1 upon change of the water fraction (the value is calculated from the maximum wavelength).

Dual-channel time-resolved luminescence imaging
Since a considerable dual TADF can be maintained in
aggregates of M-1 and has a potential TR imaging function
with a reduced sensitivity to oxygen, we improved the
dispersion of M-1 in the cell culture medium using the
amphiphilic block copolymer Pluronic F-127 (Figure 4 a). The
preparation process can be effectively monitored by PL
spectra (Figure S20). The encapsulated nanoprobe is revealed
as a core–shell structure (Figure 4 c), compared with the selfaggregation of M-1 (Figure 4 b). The nanoprobe still keeps
a regular sphere, similar to the results of dynamic light
scattering (Figure S21). The transient emission measurement
confirmed the dual TADF in the pretreated nanoprobe.
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The average values of the two signals are 30.1 ms and 33.6 ms,
respectively (Figure S22).
The cytotoxicity of the nanoprobes was quite low in spite
of the concentration up to 100 mg mL 1, according to the
evaluation of a CCK-8 test (Figure S23). After incubation, the
probes were effectively endocytosized by HeLa cells to
achieve a dual-channel (the DAPI and FITC channel)
luminescence imaging (Figures 4 d–g). As there are stable
delayed fluorescence components in the two channels of the
nanoprobe, the imaging accuracy can be well improved by
time-gated luminescence imaging (TGLI). The lifetime of the
intracellular endogenous fluorescence is usually in the nanosecond scale, so we filtered out the nanosecond lifetime
luminescence in the two channels by TGLI with 1 ms delay
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Figure 4. Dual-channel TR luminescence imaging. a) Schematic diagram of the nanoprobe pretreatment. TEM images of b) untreated nanoprobe
and c) nanoprobe after F127 treatment. A cell luminescent image of nanoprobe in the d) DAPI, e) FITC, f) merged, and g) bright channels.
h) Distribution of fluorescence lifetime in DAPI and FITC channels. i) Cell time-gated luminescence imaging in DAPI and FITC channels.
Scale bar: (b,c) 100 nm, (d–g) 20 mm, (i) 20 mm.

Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 2 – 10

two TADF components in probing. By focusing on a representative view of dead cells, we can clearly analyze the
difference in the signal intensity of the probe in the cell with
adjusting the time-gating parameter (Figure 4 i).
Phosphorescent lifetime imaging microscopy (PLIM) is
another powerful mode of TR imaging since the lifetime
value can be mapped to well differentiate the intracellular
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time as the boundary. In this way, the microsecond delayed
fluorescence could be detected and imaged accurately.
According to the statistical results of the time distribution
of the probe cells, the average PL lifetime of the two channels
(DAPI, lex = 375 nm, lem = 435–485 nm; FITC, lex = 375 nm,
lem = 500–550 nm) in the intracellular environment was 33 ms
and 36 ms (Figure 4 h), featuring an excellent balance of the
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Figure 5. Integrating TR imaging information. a) Cell lifetime mapping in independent DAPI and FITC channels and a dual-channel mean lifetime
mapping. The orange circles highlight some loss of local bioimaging information in the DAPI channel, whereas the blue circles highlight some
loss in the FITC channel. By contrast, the imaging information is serialized and integrated in the mean lifetime mapping. b) Representative
readout curves of the local lifetime value along the arrows in (a). The standard deviation (s) and coefficient of variation (Cv) were also calculated.

microenvironment during probing. However, single-channel
lifetime characteristic can easily lose local bioimaging information once the related TR signal is not accessed because
of low emission intensity in some local areas. Inspired by the
reported dual-channel fluorescence assay,[22] our idea herein is
to employ a dual-channel mean lifetime calibration to serialize the local TR imaging information, so as to indicate the
microenvironment more accurately. Within a statistical number (700 * 300 in this work), the mean lifetime mapping can
further correct those missed values since both of the channels
at the same position are more likely to be complementary. As
compared to any TR imaging information lost in the singlechannel mapping, an effect with more complete local imaging
information can be observed (Figure 5 a). It is generally
believed that the change of intracellular microenvironment is
gradual and continuous in local areas, hence the standard
deviation and discrete coefficient can quantitatively reflect
the degree of distortion. According to the representative
curves and their trends along a cellular profile (Figure 5 b),
the standard deviation and coefficient of variation can be
reduced by 30–40 % approximately upon a mean lifetime
calibration (8.36/0.24 vs. 5.59/0.16). These results further
suggest that the missing information in the DAPI- or FITCchannel lifetime mapping can be integrated in the mean
lifetime mapping, indicating a significant improvement of
probing effect by the unique photophysical strategy.

TADF is strong both in diluted solution and in the aggregated
state, thereby restricting the sensitivity to oxygen quenching
and creating a superior time-resolved imaging capability with
channel selectivity. By calibrating the two time-resolved
signals, serialized and integrated intracellular local imaging
information could be observed. These results provide a solution to the scientific problem of accessing TR signals in weak
emission areas, and could be valuable for a possible reformation of probing analysis for applications in precision medicine.
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Conclusion
We have constructed a molecular probe with an unprecedented single-luminophore dual thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) via an unsymmetrical molecular
structure with a quasi-equatorial conformation. Instead of
using covalent or noncovalent combinations of different
luminophores, the use of this kind of dual long-lived signal
allows avoidance of possible structural mismatching and
mutual energy transfers among luminophores, thus guaranteeing an excellent balance of the two TADF components that
show a mutual complementarity during probing. The dual
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Luminogens for a superior time-resolved
(TR) imaging effect with channel selectivity were achieved by engineering dual
thermally activated delayed fluorescence
(TADF) from anti-Kasha/Kasha emission
pathways. Intracellular local imaging
information that is serialized and integrated was observed by calibrating the
two TR signals. The technology is pertinent to precision medicine as TR signals
are typically difficult to access in weak
emission areas.
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